
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 8 April 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Elissa S Pride For always trying hard in every task that we do. Keep up the great work Elissa! 

PB Sebastian G Responsibility For trying really hard with your writing and giving it a go by yourself. Fantastic effort Sebastian! 

PM Mardin R Responsibility For being a great role model to his peers, by always displaying his 5Ls and being ready to learn. Great job Mardin! 

PM Anna M Pride For always taking her time with her work to present it to the best of her ability. Keep it up Anna! 

PS Ava R Respect For always including others at playtime. Keep it up Ava! 

PS Deanna P Pride For always making her work the best it can be. Well done Deanna! 

PU Brodie C Responsibility For always persisting in all learning tasks and giving it your best go. Congratulations Brodie! 

PU Emily G Responsibility For always striving to do her best during all learning tasks. Well done Emily! 

1E Teo T Responsibility For always being organised and ready to learn. Well done Teo! 

1E Ariana M Respect For always listening attentively, using excellent manners and showing kindness to everyone in the class. 

1M Imogen J Optimism For always walking into the classroom with a smile on her face and trying her absolute hardest with all her learning activities. 

1M Caydence L Pride For showing pride in all her learning tasks, especially her awesome effort with writing activities. 

1P Mikayla R Pride For consistently showing pride in her work and always striving to complete tasks to a high standard. Fantastic Mikayla! 

1P Zachariah C Optimism For always bringing a positive attitude to everything he does and helping out around the classroom. Keep it up Zachariah! 

1Y Lewis T Optimism For his fantastic attitude and perseverance during the swimming program. Well done Lewis on an outstanding effort! 

1Y Josh S Respect For consistently interacting with others in a kind and considerate manner.  Thank you for being so thoughtful Josh! 

2B Noa F Pride  For taking her time to write neatly, rule up her margins with care and always putting in her best efforts. Keep it up Noa! 

2B Beau M Pride For working so hard on his handwriting formation and already showing improvement! Keep it up, Beau! 

2C Daniel M Respect For being a great listener to his friends and teachers. Well done Daniel! 

2C Eliza P Pride For taking pride in her work and thinking deeply about her learning. Awesome work Eliza! 

2D Yuna K Pride For putting a big effort into the presentation of her bookwork and concentrating on ensuring her letter formation is correct. Well done! 

2D Max F Pride For consistently trying to improve his handwriting and the presentation of his work. Keep up the fantastic work Max! 

2I Lucas T Responsibility For always giving his absolute best in all of his work tasks. Keep up the hard work, Lucas! 

2I Raven T Optimism For developing her confidence in the classroom, especially in her public speaking. You should be very proud. Raven! 

3A Penelope P Responsibility For always taking ownership of her learning and trying her hardest in all academic areas. Well done Penny! 

3A Pippa C Optimism For her bright attitude towards learning, socialising and everything else the school day has to offer. Keep on smiling Pippa! 

3B Josh C Optimism For always embracing a challenge with a positive attitude and not being afraid to take risks with his learning. 

3B Megan S Pride For taking the time to complete organised and neat work. Keep up the good work! 
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3FC Kaiden M Responsibility  For looking after his friends, making sure they are okay and providing comfort after hurting themselves. Keep it up Kaiden! 

3FC Ellie K Pride For consistently working hard to complete her work to the very best of her ability. Keep it up Ellie! 

3P Madeleine L Pride For working above and beyond to create a beautiful brochure for Inquiry!  

3P Olivia P Pride For working above and beyond to create a beautiful brochure for Inquiry!  

4E Lucas M Responsibility For completing all maths tasks to the best of his ability and for showing his thinking in creative ways. 

4E Ava S Pride Always taking pride in all learning tasks, especially homework. Proud of you Ava! 

4G Michael L Pride For always taking great pride in every task, even while at home. 

4G Mamie J Respect For always speaking with all her peers and teachers respectfully at school.  

4K Daniel S Integrity Always giving his very best at every task he attempts.  

4K Scarlet T Respect Always following the school values to the best of her ability and being kind to others.  

4TF Honeyfare B Optimism For always bringing a positive attitude towards her learning and trying her best. Keep it up Honeyfare. 

4TF Sofia B Pride For taking great pride and putting in an excellent effort when developing and publishing her writing. 

5D Daniel K Optimism For always taking the opportunity to challenge and extend himself in all areas of his learning.  

5D Rafi S Pride For the incredible effort he put into the drawings for his triarama. Awesome work Raf! 

5M Brandon B Pride For the imaginative and creative points that he came up with when writing his persuasive text. Fantastic work, Brandon! 

5M Kiana D Pride For the incredible amount of effort and author’s voice that she put into her persuasive letter asking 5M’s chairs to return. 

5P Cooper B Responsibility For taking  on extra responsibilities, such as taking care of the chickens daily and being a terrific role model to other students 

5P Gursimran M Pride For putting in extra time to work on her narrative writing piece at home and striving to make it the best. Love your work Simi! 

6F Lachlan M Responsibility  For always doing his best and being a brilliant role model for the younger students. Great work on your first term as School Captain. 

6F Anna D Pride For always completing her writing to her highest ability and always applying her bump it up goals to her work. 

6K Anni V Responsibility For always being able to take responsibility for herself when she is at school.  You are an excellent role model for others Anni! 

6K Priscilla L Pride For representing TPPS with pride at the recent Regional Swimming Championships.  We are very proud of you and your achievements! 

Mandarin Bella N - 6K Responsibility  For always working quietly and consistently in all activities. 

Perform.Art Raven T - 2I  Respect For always being a respectful, supportive and kind audience member. Well done Raven! 

PE Madison G - PB Optimism For displaying a positive attitude and trying her best in Physical Education classes. Great work Madison! 

STEM Willow B - 2B Respect For always being incredibly respectful in STEM, even in challenging situations.  

Visual Arts Lucas M - 4E Responsibility  For being very responsible for his learning in Visual Arts 

 


